PRESS RELEASE
A partnership between EIZO
Europe and Hanover-based
Accellence Technologies is creating
ultra-secure and highly flexible
video security solutions
EIZO and Accellence are convinced that the combination of EIZO IP decoding
monitors and Accellence’s vimacc® video management software (VMS) is ideal for
a wide variety of applications, particularly as these products provide consistent,
high quality images when used in tandem. That’s why Accellence has integrated
DuraVision IP decoding monitors by EIZO into its vimacc® VMS to further
strengthen its data privacy strategy and guarantee compliance with legislation.
EIZO provides the interfaces and programming information for seamless integration.
This partnership is based on the fact that the two companies’ products are secure,
high-performance and complement each other perfectly.

A major advantage of using the IP decoding monitors is that they can be connected
directly to an IP-based network and fully controlled remotely via vimacc®.
However, these systems do not feature any PC hardware. This means that, unlike
PC-based systems, they do not require arduous maintenance and update
procedures to display video images. This means that concierge, information and
alarm displays can be very easily integrated into the complete system without having
to compromise on security. The images to be displayed can be easily transferred to
one of the monitors by simply dragging and dropping them, or using the vimacc®
event system. vimacc® also allows multiple grids to be displayed simultaneously.
FDF2304W-IP (23-inch) and FDF4627W-IP (46-inch) DuraVision IP decoding
monitors by EIZO feature integrated, high-performance decoding technology. This
makes it possible to connect IP live streams directly without the need for computers,
as well as to react to alarm events using cameras or the VMS. EIZO IP decoding
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monitors are simple to install and offer outstanding picture quality, performance and
ergonomics. All you need is a socket and an LAN connection at the video output
location.

About Accellence
Accellence Technologies GmbH has been developing high-performance, secure
video management products precisely tailored to customer requirements since
1999. Accellence is proud to bear the ‘IT Security made in Germany’ quality seal
from TeleTrusT e.V.
vimacc® is a modular and flexible video management solution that has been
certified as data compliant by ULD and EuroPriSe and offers innovative, resourcesaving encryption options, including system-wide and end-to-end encryption of
video and audio data.
Accellence offers professional advice on system design and implements highperformance video surveillance projects in tandem with other security,
communication and process control systems.
You can find more information on Accellence here:
https://www.accellence.de/en/start

EIZO: Simply uncompromising quality
‘EIZO’ is Japanese for ‘image’ and the name of one of the world’s leading
manufacturers of high-end monitor solutions. EIZO aims to produce the best possible
monitors for each area of application. That is why EIZO monitors can be found
wherever exceptional image quality is desired or absolutely necessary. This
includes: back offices, hospitals, flight safety centres, design and photo studios, ship
bridges, architecture firms, stock exchanges and gaming tournaments.
In short: When you talk about EIZO, you are talking about uncompromising quality.
And about products that achieve the highest levels of reliability, image quality and
ergonomics.
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